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Editorial COlDlDent
"I hope the next Automotive History Review is due out soon."
So have said a good number of you, and with good reason. This issue
has been delayed far beyond its scheduled release for a number of
reasons, some of them unavoidable, and others owing to the complex
nature of life. In any case, here it is, and I am in hopes that the next
will follow it shortly.
Our last historical feature on a mainstream postwar automobile, Jim Petrik's comprehensive history of the 1962 and 1963
Thunderbird Sports Roadsters in AHR No. 24, drew much favorable
comment and copped the Carl Benz Award for the best historical
article that year. In the same genre, we present Patrick Foster's story
of a forgotten champion, the 1963 Rambler, beginning on page 2. Pat
has contributed to AllR before, and has probably conducted more
research into the corporate years of American Motors Corporation
than anyone else.
It took the 1970s energy crises to make diesel a household
word, when all manner of everyday cars, from Mercedes to Chevette,
began flaunting engines of that type. Max Gregory feels that such
fame of the good doctor is a bit oversold, and presents the case for the
real pioneer of the concept that he calls the "fuel injection ignition
engine." Max's treatise on Herbert Akroyd Stuart begins on page 8.
To millions of California children, going to school means riding
in a Crown Supercoach, and to a substantial number of western
firefighters, doing their jobs involves the use of a Crown Firecoach.
Beginning on page 12, Jim Valentine unfolds the story of Crown
Coach Corporation, the builder of unique lines of these specialty
vehicles. Crown Coach finally closed in 1991, but its recent acquisition by another school bus firm may mean a longer life for its
products.
Some years ago your editor was entranced by the many interesting vehicles shown in Matthew Lee's excellent Detroit Fire Department History. A request to Matt for loan of a photo of the DFD's
Columbia chiefs roadster brought much more: the photo, a compilation of the department's cars purchased over the years 1906-34, and
an ad demonstrating that the Columbia Motors Company had marketed that model to the fire service at large. The rcsult was a minifeature which appears on page 17.
Finally, as I say in every issue, none would be complete without
some words from veteran historian Keith Marvin. This one concludes
with Keith's article "The Mentor," about an unknown and overlooked automotive pioneer who was in many ways responsible for
directing a young Marvin to a lifetime of automotive enthusiasm and
history.
Was this Review worth waiting for? Only you know the answer
to that. But as a wise sage once said, "history wasn't made overnight."
-Kit Foster
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Yesterday's Hero
by Patrick R. Foster

A postwar phenomenon (post-World
War II, that is) is the Car of the Year Award.
Over the years, various magazines have ventured into passing judgment on the current
year's crop of new autos, in search of the
single new vehicle which represents the best
of the bunch - whether that be in styling or
engineering, quality or features, or, in some
cases, just plain newness. Basic guidelines
have usually been that the vehicle be completely new that year, and that it have some
engineering or performance gimmick. Unwritten rules, for many years, seemed to
have been that the car also be American, and
preferably from the Big Three.
Because the magazines which award
these prizes also derive a major portion of
their income from the advertising budgets of
automobile manufacturers, charges of favoritism and out-and-out bribery have been
heard from time to time. For the most part,
though, it seems like the system has been a
pretty honest one.
Car ofthe Year awards have come and
gone over the years, until today the standout
award is that offered by Motor Trend magazine. "Motor Trend'sCaroftheYear!"
How
many times have we heard that phrase?
Seems like too many to count.
But a listing of Motor Trend's award
recipients points out some odd choices, cars
that seem out of place on a list of noteworthy
cars. Some cars on the list turned out to be

dogs, no matter how much they impressed
the awards committee at the time.
A good example is the 1970 award
winner, the Ford Torino. Yes, it was a good
car, but was there anything special about it?
Special enough to be Car of the Year? Or
how about the 1971winner, the Chevy Vega,
or the 1976 recipient, the Dodge Aspen!
Plymouth Volare? These cars turned out to
be low-quality rust buckets. Some cars that
won,like the 1960 Chevy Corvair, were sales
successes that went on to become problemplagued, only to enjoy a renaissance years
later as desirable collector cars.
Perhaps our lack of enthusiasm stems
from the fact that the cars that Motor Trend
chooses are, for the most part, cars that you
and I and our fathers before us bought and
owned. These are not usually fancy, highstrung European cars, nor home-grown
muscle cars, but bread-and-butter American cars, the kinds of cars that pick up kids at
school on rainy days and take the family on
vacation in the summer. These are cars that
are parked in the driveway and driven to the
grocery store, cars we understand.
Every dog has its day; every flower has
its moment in the sun. For Studebaker it was
the Avanti; for Willys it was the Jeep. And
for American Motors, it was the 1963 Rambler. "What," you say, "a Rambler?" Yup,
a Rambler, specifically the 1963 Rambler,
Motor Trend's Car of the Year. You see,

1963 Rambler Ambassador 990 two door. The production
All photos from Patrick Foster collection.
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1963 marked the first time that American
Motors won the Car of the Year A ward. It
would not win it again for twenty long, mostly
lean years, and then it would cop the prize
with a foreign-badged product, the 1983
Renault Alliance.
Many people assume that AMC's
dearth of awards indicated a lack of quality
products and a shortage of engineering expertise. Actually, it only illustrates the vast
amount of competition in the American automobile market, and the problems of being
a smal1fish in a very big pond. AMC stuggled
for much of its corporate life just to stay in
business.
But in 1963, al1 the pieces seemed to
come together at the right time. The 1963
Classic 6 and Ambassador V8 were the end
result of years of experience in building unit
body cars, coupled with an al1-new and extremely modern-looking body style. It broke
with conventional designs by being clean
and uncluttered, and did not rely on fins,
chrome, scoops, or scal10ps to be attractive.
This is a very important point, for the 1963
Ramblerdid not look beautiful; itjust looked
right.
The project to redesign the Rambler
was an important one for American Motors,
for it was to be the first al1-new body and
chassis since the 1956 model year. The '56
Rambler had been a moderate success, and
when it was facelifted for 1958 and '59 it had

window treatment differs from that of the Classic clay on the rear cover.
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Above, clay of Rambler Classic Cross Country station wagon. Below, two views of the production Classic 770four door sedan.
sold in record numbers. The basic body was
facelifted again for 1960-62, and remained
popular. But by 1963 it was time for something newer. Luckily, AMC still had as its
chief designer a man who had designed the
prior cars, Edmund Anderson, and Anderson was determined to break new ground
with the '63. He created a compact design,
low and wide, yet very roomy inside. Styling
was deceptively simple-looking, pleasing to
the eye even in the stripped basic models.
Proof of the rightness of its styling is to put it
next to its contemporaries. The Rambler
style has worn rather well.
The engineering was right, too. The
1963 Rambler featured the aforementioned
unit construction. This was not unique in the
industry, nor even exclusive to Rambler, but
AMC's predecessor Nash Motors had been
one of the first to use it, had been building
unit body cars for many years, and had popularized it in the US. Today, nearly every car
built uses this technique, but in 1963 it was an
important product advantage for Rambler.
Deep Dip Rust Proofing, a process
where the entire body was dipped in a vat of
rustproofing primer, prior to painting, was
utilized in conjunction with a higher proportion of galvanized steel. It all helped to
insure that many 1963 Rambler Classics and
Ambassadors would be on the roads for
years and years. And they are.
Summer 1992
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Rear view of 1963 Classic two door clay. Another

view of this study is seen on the back cover.

y{WMQtor
Trend's

Car 01 the Year

,;Today, the rules are more narrowly
defined. "Each nominee must have at least
85'peFcentnew sheet metal, not just be a
facelifted carryover model, and it must be on
sale to tbe public by tbe publication date of
the February issue of Motor Trend. Each
; nominated car is expected to sell 5,000 or
more units in the North American market,
and'must be certified by the Federal
Enjvrol'imental Protection Agency as a do-

mestically produced car." Nominated cars
are run through a battery of objective anp
subjective tests. in the end giving MT's
editors leeway to exercise thei; judgment
to the fullest. "The goal of the program is
to choose the car that most dOminates its
market segment in all the categbries ....."
says the handbill. How well does history
record these Cars of the Year to have
dominated their market segments?

1964
Ford Motor Company
1965
Pontiac Motor Division
1966
0Idsmobile Toronado
1~67
Mercury Cougar
1968.•......................................Pontiac GTO
'1969 ..•..................Plymouth Road Runner
197Q.....................•....................Ford Tonno
197J
Chevrolet Vega
1972
i••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••
Citroen SM
1975.........•.............ChevroletMonte Carlo
1974
Pord Mustang II
1975....•...............Chevtolet Monza 2+2 VB
Ip764i •••••
Dodge Aspen/Plymouth Volare
·1977
~F..•............Chevrolet Caprice

1978
Dodge OmniIPlymouth Horizon
1979
Buick Riviera S
1980
ChevroJet Citation
1981
Chrysler JC-cars
1982
Chevrolet Camaro Z28
1983
AMC Renault Alliance
1984.........................•....Chevrolet Corvette
1985
Volkswagen GIr
19B6
Ford Taurus LX
1987
Ford Thunderbird
1988
Pontiac Grand Prix
1989
Pord Thunderbird SC
1990
Lincoln Town Gar
1991..
Chevrolet Caprice ClassicJ-,TZ"
1992
Carlillac Seville Touring Sedan
,.%"
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Mechanically, the 1963 Classic used
the old 195.6 cid overhead valve six-cylinder
engine as standard equipment, but there was
an optional aluminum block six, and later in
the year an available 287 cid V8. Transmission choices were many, including standard
three-speed (with a non-synchro first gear),
three-speed with overdrive, three-speed automatic (F1ash-O-Matic), and two gearboxes
that set Rambler apart from the rest: Twin
Stick and E-Stick.
The Twin Stick was a three-speed
manual box with overdrive. The interesting
feature was the dual floor shift used. One
lever shifted the transmission's three gears,
the second shifter was for changing in and
out of overdrive. The E-Stick was a conventional three-speed manual with a fluid coupling that eliminated the clutch. This was a
low-cost effort to eliminate part of the hassle
of shifting, while retaining the fuel economy
of a manual gearbox. It was cheap and
effective, but it didn't sell very well. E-Stick
was also available with overdrive.
Probably the biggest standout feature
was the use of curved sideglass windows, an
item used on some higher-priced cars but
popularized by Rambler on the 1963 models.
Also praiseworthy was the use of a twincircuit braking system. In 1963 the only
American cars with this vital safety feature
were the Rambler Classic/Ambassador and
the Cadillac.
Uniside was an idea promoted in a big
way by AMC. Uniside was a design whereby
all the individual stampings which made up
the door openings and sills for the car, some
52 pieces previously, were replaced by two
stampings, simplifying assembly, assuring
higher quality body fits, and setting a new
standard.
Taken individually, none of these features makes a car of the year. However, it
was the sum total of advanced body design
and engineering, combined with a new standard of quality and some new safety features
advanced for their time, that convinced Molar
Trend to award Rambler the Car of the
Year. The award was presented to the entire
lineup of Ramblers: Ametican, Classic, and
Ambassador. For designer Edmund Anderson it was a bittersweet victory, for he had
decided to leave the company right after
signing off the authorization to tool up the
final design. Anderson had asked to be
elevated from Director of Surface Development (that's body surfaces) to Vice President of Styling, a reasonable request on his
part as those were his job duties. AMC did
not have a vice president of styling, though
other companies did. What Ed Anderson
wanted was to be recognized for the job he
had done in the past, the glory years of 195761, and the job he was still capable of doing

Summer 1992

Several candidate rear end treatments. Note the comparative cost information.
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in the future. But his request was refused at
higher levels in Engineering, so a bitter
Anderson tendered his resignation and retired to Mexico.
The 1963Rambler marked a high point
in the history of American Motors, a brief
moment of glory when the constraints of size
and budgets had been overcome or by-Ah

6

passed. Worldwide wholesale orders for
Ramblers totalled 511, 048 units in 1963,
placing Rambler ahead of both Buick and
Dodge, and just behind Plymouth.
This was one time when an independent automaker went shoulder-to-shoulder
with the big boys and won.

Above, clay of Ambassador four door
shows "four light" greenhouse modified
before production, stillborn "low brow"
front fenders and Nash-type "squeeze"
door handles. Below, early wagon clay
has Studebaker-like grille.

Automotive History Review

Above, two potential front end treatments. Below, front and side views of production Ambassador 880 wagon.
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1963! Lou Christie was at the fop!?f tnew
record charts 'with Mo smash hits, ~;:rh~
Gypsy Cried" and "1'Q Faces Ha"ye11,"
while parents the couptrY over'were st1u
trYing to figure out? whetller ~'at qigh~
pitched voice was male or female.
A small number of American,sol~
diers was being s~nt to atiny Asian CQUntry
called Vietnam. Most of us couldn't find it
on a map; the rest 01 us couldn't be bbthered to even look.
Chevrolet had a sharp new Corvette,
called the Stingray, with a novel spUt rear
window.
w
Things seeqtedveat, ljut PX, the end

ofthe year theold,Studebak:er Company
would anngu.qce the closing0of its main
plant in Sbu~,hBend, Indiana,and the shift
of.all car productidh to a tiny factory in
Canada. Most people could,see tljat it was
but~ delaying<8ction, and th~t Studebaker
would soop be gone.
And, much worse fo't' us and the
wQrld,in November an ass'assin'sbullet cut
(fo\n the syml501of our generation, our
young and vibrant 'president With his
death"Calnc;Jdt, like Brisad()<:m,seemed to
.Janish ~
. . And we411lknewthat nO
matt~r .. lse hanpenedm oW"lives, we
woVld nevetbe",qu1t~,~h
'again.
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Herbert Akroyd Stuart and
the Fuel Injection Ignition Engine
by Max Gregory
The most common type of internal
combustion engine today is that which inhales a combustible charge and ignites it
with an electric spark. The next most favored is that which has become known as the
diesel, in which only pure air is inhaled and
the fuel is injected at the end of the compression stroke. Because of the heat of the
highly-compressed air, ignition is spontaneous.
The diesel engine has also been referred to as the "compression ignition" type,
but that is a somewhat deficient style: the
compression itself is unable to effect ignition, being one step removed. The compression pressures employed heat the air to a
point where spontaneous combustion occurs, upon the introduction of the fuel. More
precisely, this system should be termed "fuelinjection ignition." Certainly it is a form of
spontaneous ignition, but this description
can be applied to another type of engine, the
hot-bulb, which does not have an ignition
system, such as an electric spark, yet takes in
the fuel with the air during the intake stroke.
To make a clear distinction between the two
types we can use the term "spontaneous
ignition" in connection with the hot-bulb
engine (also sometimes incorrectly called
the "semi-diesel"), and "fuel- injection ignition" when dealing with the diesel.
Although today fuel-injection ignition
is almost always used in conjunction with the
high compression regime to give us the classic diesel style of engine, it must be taken
into account that ignition by the injection of
the fuel is not dependent upon high compression pressures. In an engine with a
compression pressure too low to produce a
cold start, heat from an external source would
suffice until the engine had warmed to its
task. From that point, retained heat within
the combustion chamber would ensure continued running. Certainly high compression
ratios are wholly desirable, as their use results in greater efficiency of fuel used, a state
of affairs which also holds good in respect of
spark ignition engines. However, it remains
true that an engine which inhales pure air
and initiates ignition by injecting the fuel at
the end of the compression stroke will operate with compression pressures too low to
allow a cold start.
While the pure air-inducting, fuel-injection-igniting type of engine has become
popularly known as the diesel, a situation
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now unlikely to change, it is a matter of
record that Dr. Diesel did not, contrary to
common belief, invent it. This, however,
should not be viewed as an attempt to detract from his academic brilliance or his expertise in the area of thermodynamics, especially refrigeration, which led him to propose the high compression pressure form of
internal combustion engine in 1892. A perusal of the relevant patent claims, nevertheless, makes the position clear.

On May 8th, 1890, Herbert Akroyd
Stuart, of the Bletchley Iron & Tin Plate
Works, of Bletchley, Buckinghamshire, England, and Charles Richard Binney, of Hackney Road, Middlesex, applied for a patent
entitled "Improvements in Engines Operated by the Explosion of Mixtures of Combustible Vapour or Gas and Air."
The
applicants were later granted British Patent
No. 7146. The operation of the proposed
engine was described as follows: "If now the

Herbert A kroyd Stuart, asphotographed in J 907, was the inventor of both the hot-bulb
spontaneous ignition engine and the air-only compressing fuel injection ignition
engine.
Automotive History Review

fly-wheel be turned in the direction of the
arrow, the outward stroke of the piston will
draw in a charge of air through the valve i,
which charge on the return of the said postion
will be compressed. In the meantime the
pump m will have been drawing from the
tank a a charge of oil, and at about the time
that the piston commences to make its second outward stroke, this oil will be sprayed
into the vapouriser and with the compressed
air therein form an explosive mixture which,
owing to the heat of the vapouriser, is ignited,
thereby
driving
the piston
forward .....After a short time the lamp used
for heating the vapouriser can be dispensed
with as the heat produced by the combustion
of the mixture causes the vapouriser to become highly heated."
This description sets out completely
the cycle of events necessary for the operation of that form of engine now normally
referred to as the diesel, although it does not
make any reference to the high compression
pressures normally associated with the type.
However, it is transparently clear that the
principle of compressing pure air was invoked, and, because no particular values
were set, any and all compression pressures
were encompassed. All the principles of
operation employed by the generic diesel
type, inclusive of the compressing of air alone
and the providing of a timed injection of fuel,
were embraced by this patent, which was,
effectively, the protection of an operating

cycle not previously used. The vision of a
new idea and the securing of patent protection, however, do not necessarily result in a
succussful outcome, and this was, unfortunately for him, the finding of Akroyd Stuart.
The slip 'twixt cup and lip, in this case, lay
with unforeseen problems with the spraying
of the oil. From our point in history, with the
benefit of hindsight, we are able to discern
that a whole field of expertise has opened up
in fuel injection technology, and that the
present status of the diesel engine has resulted from this work, rather than from mere
popularization of the operating cycle itself.
Effectively abandoning the timed fuel
injection or spray embodied in Patent No.
7146, he applied, on October 8th, 1890, for a
further patent (granted as No. 15,994) which
featured the inlet valve opening directly into
the cylinder. The vaporizer had a distinctly
contracted neck between it and the cylinder,
and the idea was to spray the fuel into the
vaporizer while the cylinder was inhaling air,
thus allowing the fuel time to form into a
combustible vapor, which, being deficient of
oxygen, had to await the inrush of air from
the cylinder during the compression stroke
before combustion could occur. This form
of engine, with an uncooled vaporizer, became known as the hot-bulb type, and was
able to operate on very low grade fuels. Its
operation depended upon separation of the
charge, but has tended, in some quarters, to
be misunderstood in the absence of a flame,

hot tube, or spark ignition system. This form
of spontaneous combustion engine became
commercially successful, and was manufactured for a lengthy period from 1891 by
Richard Hornsby & Sons of Grantham,
Lincolnshire, after that firm obtained sole
manufacturing rights on a royalty-only basis.
The manufacturing license for the USA was
obtained from Hornsby's by the De La
Vergne Refrigeration Machine Company in
1893,and the German rights by Gabr. Pfeiffer
in 1895. Athough there were a number of
other designs in contention, this type became predominant for use with heavy fuels.
Another separated charge spontaneous ignition engine, dating from 1888, was
that invented by Emil Capitaine, which vaporized the oil within the combustion chamber. On the intake stroke, a portion of the
incoming air was diverted through a heated
loop where fuel was added; the resulting rich
vapor issued from the bottom of the loop and
followed the piston down, always being kept
away from the hot tube by the body of pure
air until the combustible vapor was driven
up by the advancing piston during the compression stroke. Produced by both Grob and
Swiderski of Leipzig, some three thousand
units had been produced by 1894. Both
types of self-ignition engine gained wide
acceptance at that time when ignition systems were quite unreliable, and the mysteriesofintricate fuel and ignition systems were
beyond most users in the field.

X
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Akroyd Stuart's air-only compressing, fuel-spraying ignition engine from his 1890 patent. Problems with the fuel spraying led
Akroyd Stuart to move the inlet valve to the cylinder, leading to a line of successful hot-bulb engines.
Summer 1992
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That Herbert Akroyd Stuart failed to
get his timed fuel injection ignition engine,
as in Patent No. 7146, to work, is beyond
dispute, and his further interest in carrying
on development of it was not encouraged by
Hornsby's, whose interest was confined to
the later, readily saleable design. The patent
having been sold to Hornsby's, the design of
this fuel injection ignition type became effectively locked up, although a most interesting interlude, possibly prompted by the
broadcasting about of the Diesel idea, took
place at the Hornsby works in late 1892,
when an Akroyd-design engine was modified by removing the vaporizer and affixing
a water-cooled iron plate as a cylinder head.
The compression ratio was further raised by
the insertion of an oak wood block between
the connecting rod and the big end bearing.
After some difficult with starting, this engine
ran for some time before the test was terminated because of heavy ignition knock. This
experiment
was never repeated
by
Hornsby's, who were probably unable to see
any commercial use for the idea. However,
if readings of specific fuel consumption had
been taken, this perception could have been
altered. This engine, in every respect, inclusive of a high compression ratio, pre-empted
the type later widely believed to have been
originated by Dr. Diesel. The relationship
between Akroyd Stuart and the Hornsby
firm seems not to have been cordial, and had,
according to the journal Engineering of April
1937,effectively come to an end by the latter
part of 1891.
In the English patent claim lodged by
Dr. Rudolph Diesel,No. 7241,onApriI14th,
1892, a lengthy preamble went into great
detail criticizing the major failing of all known
types of heat engines, including those "in
which pure air is compressed .....and fuel is
injected suddenly in the neighbourhood of
point 2 while igniting the same simultaneously." This was essentially the losses of
heat, largely to cooling systems and exhaust.
All types of internal combustion engine, including the pure air-inhaling, fuel injecting
type, were also criticized for another fault in
common, the "process of combustion after
ignition is left to itself."
Dr. Rudolph Christian Karl Diesel
was possessed of a brilliant mind, and he had
excelled in his academic studies, coming to a
deep understanding of thermodynamics,
particularly refrigeration, under that acknowledged expert Professor Carl von Linde.
The Diesel claim was, therefore, not one
dealing with an operating cycle but was actually the patenting of a theory of thermodynamics, aimed at minimizing the loss of heat
so apparent in known processes. His hypothesis attracted a great deal of attention in
scientific and engineering circles, being translated into English under the title of "Theory
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and Construction of a Rational Heat Motor." Seeking to apply the thermodynamic
maxims of Carnot, he proposed a new method
which "differs completely from all hitherto
known processes." This called for an "Increase in pressure and temperature up to
about its maximum, not by combustion, but
prior to the combustion by mechanical compression of pure air and thereupon subsequent performance of work by gradual combustion during an exactly prescribed part of
the expansion, characterized by the period
of admission of fuel as exactly determined by
the distributing device." He went on to
claim that "the combustion itself... ..does not
produce any increase in temperature," that
subsequent expansion, after the end of combustion "cools the body of gas in a very high
degree
that no artificial cooling of the
cylinder walls is necessary," and that the
"exhaust gases may in this case (with water
injection)
be then led away to be utilised
for refrigerating purposes." He further spoke
of insulating the cylinder walls to retain heat,
and indicated that the engine could run on
pulverised coal, liquid fuel, or gas. In the
case of liquid fuel, he said that "an atomiser
or a small pump may be employed," and that
"As all known mechanisms can be employed
in these engines I do not prefer a special
device and for this reason I do not illustrate
the same by drawings." There was no reference to his celebrated air-blast fuel injection,
and it was quite clear that, like Akroyd Stuart
earlier, he was then unaware of the crucial
nature of the fuel spraying in achieving a
good outcome in the development of this
type of engine.
Effectively Dr. Diesel went out on a
scientific limb, which promptly broke off
under him: in practice, the theory did not
work out as he predicted. As bluntly stated
by A. F. Evans,in his book The History of the
Oil Engine (1930), "Diesel'sPatentNo. 7241
of 1892 never materialised." Even though
this realisation must have been devastating
to him, he carried on with a development
program which eventually saw the abandonment of the isothermic combustion, the
uncooled cylinder, and the gradual admission of the fuel. The emphasis on high
compression pressures apart, and these were
reduced to a mere fraction of those originally mooted, his engine then became one
which would have actually conformed to the
provisions of the Akroyd Stuart patent.
Fortunately for Dr. Diesel, this earlier patent
had, as previously indicated, become something of a dead letter, and eventually lapsed
due to the non-payment of dues. The world
at large, of course, was not to know, at that
stage, that so much of the original principle
had to be discarded, as the work was continuing on with the high compression idea
under the cover of a patent with the goal of

low fuel consumption in view. Diesel's credibility has always been of the highest order,
his ideas obtaining the support of the top
academics in his country, and, due to his
good standing and the relationships which
he had formed with influential people, he
was able to reach an agreement with
Maschinenfabrik-Ausburg AG in 1893 for
the construction and marketing of such engines. A test program had first to be instigated, which quickly led to the adoption of
air-blast fuel injection, and improvization
necessary to overcome the problem at hand.
Credit must be given to the Ausburg firm for
persevering and snatching a technological
victory from the jaws of defeat on the hypothesis front. As Bryan Donkin, author of
A Text Book of Gas, Oil & Air Engines, a
standard reference work which went through
many editions, expressed it, "Several interesting novelties have, during the last few
years been introduced, chiefly by the able
and enterprising directors of Ausburg
Maschinen-Fabrik, to whom the credit of
overcoming the initial difficulties, and much
of the valuable work in perfecting the engine, is due. The engine was first shown at
the 1898 Munich Exhibition." Due to this
firm's efforts, a new era of efficiency and
economy of operation in internal combustion engines dawned. The age of getting
engines to work had ended; the new direction had been pointed, one which was slow to
progress and which still exercises the minds
of engine designers to this day. Diesel, despite his setbacks, is deserving of all credit
for his application to the high compression
pressure concept, which, even though it took
effect in a different way from that which he
had envisaged, has produced the results he
sought. A few years after entering into the
arrangement with Diesel, the Ausburg firm
merged with Maschinenbau AG Murnbeg
to form Maschinenfabrik
AusburgNurnberg, better known as M.A.N., which
organization is rightly able to claim to have
built the first Diesel engine.
Herbert Akroyd Stuart had received
trade training and went to work in the metal
industry. While a young man, then employed at a tinplate and metal-stamping
works in Llanely, South Wales, he was engaged in the task of tinning steel sheet when
some oil from his wick-type kerosene lamp
accidentally spilled into the tinning pot. In
the resulting spontaneous eruption of fire,
he was fortunate enough to escape facial
burns, but the incident prompted him to
experiment with the subject of the spontaneous ignition offuel. As a result, he was led to
the devising of engines operating on oil
vapour formed by the application of heat.
His first patent application for improvements
in hydrocarbon engines was in July 1886, a
total of nine being applied for and eight
Automotive
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granted by 1892. Another patent of that year
was for a compressed-air starter. A further
patent was granted in 1904 dealing with the
hot-bulb type of engine, but his connection
with this line of activity was confined to
experimentation with an engine modified to
work as set out in Patent No. 7146. During
1905-06, after he had moved to Perth, Western Australia, he engaged in the machinery
business of Saunders & Stuart, a partnership
of himself and A.F. Saunders. His inventive
mind continued to seek out solutions to problems which came to his attention, as evidenced by a patent dealing with improvements to tires for wheels, another for an
airtight milk can for use in dairies, and he
made a significant contribution to the industrial efficiency of Western Australia with his
development of a gas producer for internal
combustion engines. The use of wood gas
(also known as suction gas, or producer gas)
meant that engines at remote mines, etc., did
not require purchased fuel with the attendant transport problems. The usual gas production method entailed the creation of charcoal; his system produced the gas directly
from wood, and increased the amount of gas
produced from a given quantity of the raw
material, a most important consideration in
the sparsely-forested inland areas of that
region. The system was handled by the
Akroyd Power Gas Co., Ltd. It is likely that
he could be difficult at times, as, according to
rumor, he was likely to let those who used
the name Stuart, rather than Akroyd Stuart,
feel the sharp edge of this tongue. He appears to have had a strong attachment to the
name Akroyd (his mother's maiden name),
as the Hornsby-built engines were HornsbyAkroyds, the Perth business was located in
Akroyd House, and his home was named
"Akroydon," in the suburb of Claremont,
where he died on February 19th, 1927, less
than a month after his sixty-third birthday.
This matter has been the subject of
debate over an extended period, one which
has, unfortunately, been clouded by imprecise definitions, imputed motives, and nationalistic sentiment. However, as the evidence is clear that we have Herbert Akroyd
Stuart to thank for the principle and operating cycle of the fuel injection ignition, or, as
now known, the diesel engine, and Dr.
Rudolph Diesel to thank for the high compression pressure regime which has led to
greater efficiency of fuel use, the time has
come for these points to be acknowledged.
Although there is no chance of the diesel
engine now being known by any other name,
perhaps the writers of automotive history
will, in future, not write as though Diesel's
1892 patent was for the definitive diesel
engine, as those have done who have not
examined the relevant patent claims and
specifications. The present-day automotive
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diesels are even further rPfflOved from the
J~~ign of the first Ausburg-built engine, as,
beill~' high speed pngines, the heat cycle
employ.:d is mort' that of a spark ignition
engine, thus removing a further plank from
Diesel's claim, that of a constant-pressure
heat cycle. The modern diesel could not
have reached its present state of development without the work of a vast number of
dedicated engineers down through the years,
who applied themselves to the problems of
fuel injection, the "jerk" injector pump, and
the means of metering the minuscule amounts
of fuel to achieve the degree of precision in
the control of speed and load which we now
take for granted.
A great deal has been written about
Dr. Diesel, little about Akroyd Stuart. Diesel is remembered every day; Akroyd Stuart
has been forgotten. They both had a great
idea; each failed to get it to work satisfactorily. Diesel gained the support he needed to

carryon development; Akroyd Stuart did
not. Diesel was financially well rewarded;
Akroyd Stuart was not. However, to do
justice to Herbert Akroyd Stuart, over a
century after his significant patent, the words
of Evans, again from A History of the Oil
Engine, will suffice. Evans commented, in
1930,that thirty-nine years had elapsed since
Stuart had turned from the complexities of
the vaporizer and reverted to the primitve
method of placing the fuel directly in the
furnace, as and when required. He said "We
now know that he was correct, and at that
time, he alone."
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Dr. Rudolph Diesel's engine from his 1892 patent. It was intended to operate on
pulverized coal. The actual engine constructed was arranged to burn liquid fuel, but
never ran under its own power.
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CroW'n Coach:
Caliiornia's Specialty

Builder

by J.H. Valentine
Carriage and wagon builder Don M.
Brockway established Crown Carriage Company in central Los Angeles in 1904. Formed
to build truck cabs and bodies, the firm soon
had a line of standardized bodies. The first
bus body wasbuilt in 1915,constructed mainly
of wood, on a Federal truck chassis, and in
1917 the first enclosed school bus bodies
were made. Both these school bus bodies
and enclosed tour and intercity bus bodies
rapidly became popular. A larger facility
and greater capital were required, so the
firm incorporated and built a large plant to
the east of downtown Los Angeles at
McPherson (now 12th) Street and Santa Fe
Avenue. It opened in November 1923.
Crown formed an aircraft division in
1925,building as many as three biplanes per
week, which were called the Crown Model
B-3, but which were actually a Kinner Airster
built under license. The aircraft division was
discontinued with the onset of the depression.
The first school bus with dual rear
wheels was built in 1927 on a Reo cassis. The
body structure was mostly wood, but used
metal outer panels and side roll curtains.
The firm began building larger school bus
bodies on Mack chassis, using steel framing,
which carried 43 students. In 1930, the curtains were replaced with drop-sash metalframed windows.
Crown built its first complete bus in
1932, an integrally-constructed, all-metalbodied bus with safety glass side windows. It
was rectangular in appearance, its style resembling the early Twin Coach buses. The
cost of such units was high for the depression

Crown's first Supercoach,
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era, so in 1935 Crown again brought out
some school bus bodies on commercial truck
chassis. These were called Metropolitans, or
Metros, and had simple envelope bodies on
a commercial chassis, probably provided by
Moreland.
The same year a larger, integral design
was introduced, more streamlined than the
1932style, known as the Crown Supercoach.
It had air brakes, and carried either 67 high
school or 76 elementary students.
Two overnight sleeper buses with
underfloor engines were built in 1936. This
led to the first under floor-powered school
bus in 1937, with seating increased to 79
students, the largest school bus to that time.
The engine was moved to the rear in 1940,
with altered bodywork allowing two emergency exits and greater headroom. For 1947,
the school buses changed back to underfloor
engines. In 1950 some body contours were
altered to a more rounded shape having
added strength, the resulting appearance
remaining almost unchanged, except for window sizes, for forty years.
Crown's first fire truck was a pumper
built in 1949,which was used as a demonstrator until production was begun by a newlyformed division in 1951. The firm offered
only a line of Hall-Scott-powered pumpers
at first, soon labelled Crown Firecoach. Their
durability and huge brakes made them popular in mountainous areas. A line of larger
custom equipment was added later, including ladder trucks, telescoping aerials, and
combination ladder-water tower units. These
came on 4x2 or 6x4 chassis, with hydraulic
outriggers for stability. Fire truck produc-

tion ended in 1981, except for a few cab-andchassis units provided to another builder.
About 880 Crown Firecoaches appear to
have been built.
The first bus with a diesel engine was
built in 1954. The following year, a school
bus was offered which could carry 91 students, Crown's first with tandem rear axles.
Crown began producing a bus-truck hybrid
the same year, which had tandem axles and
an underfloor engine. It used a bus body
with seating for twenty passengers, and had
a twenty-foot cargo area behind, with rear
loading doors. Shorter but similar units
were produced with a single rear axle and
provision for twelve passengers.
Crown was also building highway post
office trucks for use by postal contractors.
Single- and tandem-axle versions, in 35- and
40-foot lengths, respectively, were built.
These had the usual Crown front grafted
onto a rectangular body. Another odd truck
was a Crown Cargo Coach, with the bus
front on a Trailmobile trailer body using a
6x4 Crown chassis. During the 1960s and
1970s Crown provided an assortment of studio, library, and medical trucks, and even
heavy-duty wreckers.
After the 1950 structural changes,
Crown offered a variety of intercity and
sightseeing coaches using modern slanted
side windows. Some had a raised main deck
to allow greater baggage capacity underneath. There were available in 32-, 35-, or
40-foot lengths, some with tandem rear axles, carrying from 33 to 57 passengers. Most
had underfloor engines, but rear engine
placement was available on the longest units.
Crown's last known intercity coach order
was filled in 1980.
Crown Security Coaches were also
produced from the early 1950s on, using
barred windows. These jail buses came in
35- or 40-foot lengths, and carried from 42 to
64 prisoners, depending on interior style.
Fleets as large as 50 existed, and many are
still in daily use, though 25 to 30 years old.
Other engines offered after the introduction of diesels, besides the Hall-Scotts,
were the underfloor Cummins, and Detroit
inlines and Detroit V8s for some rear engine
applications.
Fire equipment offered
Cummins, Detroit, Ford, or International
engines. Once Hall-Scott had ceased production, the most common cause for the

the rectangular 1932 integral-transit school bus.
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retirement of a Crown product became the
lack of engine parts. Caterpillar, Cummins,
or Detroit diesels were available in Crown's
recent years, with additional models of each
available for non-California customers.
In the early postwar years, Crown was
a distributor for the small Ford transit buses,
and was a dealer for the Texas-built
Coachette city buses in the 1961-62 era. The
firm became regional distributors for the
attractive Quebec-built Prevost intercity
coaches in 1969, an arrangement which they
discontinued in 1983.
Crown did not build integral transit
buses until recently. In 1979 an agreement
was struck between Crown and lkarus Coach
and Vehicle Works, of Budapest, Hungary,
for Crown to build and market articulated
transit buses in the us. Hungarian technology and bodies were to be used with local
interiors and running gear. Crown did find
customers for these units, and 243 Crownlkarus 286 buses were assembled between
1981 and 1986. They were 102 inches wide
and 60 feet long, the largest Crowns ever
built. They had three well-spaced axle positions, with the flexible body joint behind the
second axle. Several Cummins underfloor
diesels were available, and seating arrangements ranged from 61 to 76 passengers, plus
37 standees.
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Crown went through various name
changes until the Brockway family sold
Crown Coach Corporation to the newlyformed Crown Coach International in 1980.
The new firm purchased a factory thirty
miles to the east in Chino, California, in
1984, moving most assembly work there.
The Los Angeles plant was used as well, until

Above, 1970s Crown mid-engine
Supercoach. 35-foot diesel carries circa78 passengers. Below, the Crown Los
Angeles plant in 1978, looking eastfrom
Santa Fe A venue. All photographs by
J. H. Valentine.
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Above, El Segundo Engine 3, a circa-1975 Crown Firecoach - Cummins diesel with
Allison automatic transmission. Below, recent Crown brochure details Supercoach
construction.

SAFET"

it was sold at the end of 1986. The firm
passed into receivership, and the plant,equipment, and stock were sold at auction, on
April 23, 1987, to GE Railcar Services, a unit
of the General Electric Company. A new
subsidiary, Crown Coach, Incorporated, was
formed, and the plant reopened in July.
The 1989 Crown school bus lineup
included 35-, 38-, and 40-foot lengths, carryingfrom 78 to 90 students. Axle layouts were
4x2, 6x2, or 6x4, and a 40-foot bus could be
built on a 4x2 chassis. Both mid-engine and
rear-engine positions were available, with
three-fourths of sales being the underfloor
version. Manual transmissions were offered,
but three-fourths of sales used Allison automatics. Leaf springs or air-ride suspension
were offered. Most buses were sold with
retarders to augment the braking system.
Frame rails and crossmembers were
built from nested channel steel, welded together. Double-walled steel bodies were
welded to outriggers on the main chassis
rails, a basic construction technique unaltered since 1950. Windshields were a choice
of two-piece curved or four-piece flat glass.
A 90-passenger 6x4 with manual transmis-

-"irS~DOVblerOlibo"

Since 1932, when Crown pioneered the integral-transit school coach
design, the Crown Supercaach has been recognized as the safest school
coach in the industry.
Now, new refinements and improvements, including a unique, super-strong
"roll bar" roof structure, muitiple body post assemblies and the use of 90,000
PSIULTRA HIGH TENSILESTEELin all of the main body structural members, have
mode the Crown Supercoach safer than ever.
In Crown's total integral engineering, all component sections of the coach
are precision designed to function as complementary ports of the whole, with
each contributing to the total strength of the finished unit. The massive 011steel understructure, the body posts, roll bars and roils are all precision jig
'assembled and electrically welded to produce a tough, rugged framework of
maximum strength. The rounded front and rear panels, inside and out, are
die-stomped to assure absolute uniformity and, like the roof ponels, are
formed of highest quality heat treated aluminum. The side panels are top
grade tempered aluminum. Each of the sections and ponels are precision
engineered and applied to contributE! the maximum strength to the entire
structural unit.

~

ot front end

22 ROLL BARS
In the 36'

coach

26 ROLL BARS
In the 40'

coach

Roll Dor Roof Structure
The extra-deep, pressed steel hat section roll
bars are die-formed of 14 gauge, 90.000 PSI
ULTRA HIGH TENSILESTEEl, positioned on
17 y,' centers and electrically welded to the
six steel longitudinal ralls and to the two main
ralls, also formed of 90,000 psi Ultra High
Tensile Steel.
The tank-like strength of the extra deep front
end structure Is one of the safety benefits
;esultlng from Crown's aerodynamic body
design. The rounded configuration also
reduces wind drag, resulting In greater fuel
economy,

---_._._--_

--]

.. - The Ultra High Tensile Steel used by
Crown with a tensile strength of
90,000 psi, is almost twice as strong
as the mild steel commonly used in
the IndustIY with a tensile strength of
50,000 to 55,000 psI.
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sion weighed about 25,000 pounds empty.
These buses were guaranteed for twenty
years or 150,000miles, and cost from $90,000
to $135,000. Production capacity oflhe Chino
plant was fifteen buses per week, but actual
production was often less than that. This was
offset by building rear-engined runningchassis for a motor home builder, and a small
transit bus manufacturer.
Crown built a methanol-fueled demonstrator school bus which was on the road
in early 1989, using a version of the Detroit
6V92, the only California-legal methanol
engine. This vee-layout engine was too wide
to fit in the rear position of a standard Crown
4x2 bus structure, so they designed a new,
flatter rear end-cap for the body which allowed space to reposition the engine mounting. A matching front end-cap was produced, resulting in the first noticeable change
to the school bus appearance in forty years.
At least ten of these units were sold, and by
1990 some conventionally-powered buses
used the new style as well.
Demand was low for the durable and
large Crown school buses, designed to the
requirements of the western states only.
Replacement needs were minimal, due to
the durability of existing, older Crowns, which
structurally met more recent safety requirements. Most fleets were buying the smaller,
lighter, cheaper units produced elsewhere in
special "western" versions which met the

\

Top to bottom: two views of 1970s
Crown mid-engine diesel Supercoach,
40-foot circa-90 passenger; EI Segundo
Truck 1, a 1978 Crown with 85-foot
TeleSqurt tower.
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local smog, noise, and lighting requirements.
General Electric found the operation unprofitable, and, after unsuccessfully seeking
a buyer during 1990, closed the factory doors
on March 31st, 1991. On May 21st, their
machinery and equipment was sold at auction.
This may not have been the last gasp
of the Crown Coach, for Carpenter Body
Works, Inc., of Mitchell, Indiana, purchased
most of the assets, including the machine
tools and the Crown name. Carpenter, also
aschool bus manufacturer, was, according to
a report in the Winter 1991-92 Bus World
Magazine, intending to produce Crown's
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rear-engine chassis with their own bodies.
Apparently, reintroduction of Crown's large
integral-body school bus was under consideration, as was work on a new Supercoach, a
fiberglass-fronted design on which Crown
Coach was working when operations ceased.
Crown bus production appears to have
averaged perhaps 100 units a year in the
early postwar years, increasing to possibly
150 by the early 196Os. Their peak production was during recent years, with from 350
to 500 units per year between 1975 and 1985.
Fire trucks, Crown-Ikarus transit buses, and
chassis for other builders are not included in
these estimates.

Above, Culver City Truck3, 1966 Crown
articulated ladder truck. Below, 1990
"square-end" Supercoach, 40-foot, 87
passenger, available only as rear-engine
Detroit V6, either diesel- or methanolfueled.
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ColulDbia: GelD of the High~ay •
and of the Fire Service
by Kit Foster

The annals of automotive history are
overrun with legends of the assembled car for the simple reason that there were so
many of them. Although many assembled
cars had few, if any, remarkable attributes,
there were some that earned a particular
place in history. One of these was the Columbia Six, built by Detroit's Columbia
Motors Company from 1916 to 1924.
The principals in Columbia came from
other automotive firms. The Standard Catalog of American Cars 1805-1942 tells ofJ.G.
Bayerline, Walter Daly, and T.A. Bollinger
of the King Motor Car Company joining
William Metzger, of E.M.F. fame, and A.T.
O'Connor, formerly of Olds and Packard, in
the new venture. If the cars were not remarkable, they were well built,-wit-h Continental engines, Warner or Durston gears,
Stromberg carburetors, and Harrison radiators. A novel feature of the Columbia was
the thermostatically-controlled radiator shutter. Bodies were stylish for the time, a
pleasing feature being the curved rear deck
ofthe roadster with inset spare tire.

A particular feather in Columbia's cap
was being selected to supply roadsters to the
hometown Detroit Fire Department in the
years 1919-22 (no cars of any sort appear to
have been purchased by the D.F.D. in 1920).
The Department took delivery of four Columbia roadsters in September 1919,bought
a Model T Ford in November, then settled in
for a solid run of Columbias beginning in
December. Three more were bought that
month, two in April 1921, five in February
1922, and two more in June of that year. By
1923,the Department was buying Dodges, a
Paige sedan, and lots of Model Ts, but Columbia was on the skids by that time and
would be out of business the following year.
The fire department cars were appar.enHy.vjewedas marketable product by Columbia, for in November 1921 they were
advertising a "fire department special roadster" for $1725 Lo.b. Detroit. This was a
pretty good deal, for the D.F.D. had paid
$1786 apiece for theirs in April (but the next
year's would be an even better bargain; the

Department paid but $1581). Whether any
were sold to other municipalities is a debatable point; the car illustrated in their ad is
one of the Detroit F.D. cars.
One's suspicion is that the city might,
in an expression oflocal pride, have taken to
supporting one of the smaller local automotive concerns. However, historian Matthew
Lee, whose excellent book Detroit Fire Department History was reviewed in SAH Journal No. 129, advises that fire department
automobiles were purchased from the low
bidder, so Columbia Motors earned their
way among the majors. That being said, the
Department seems to have employed cars
from all segments of the market.
We are grateful to Matthew Lee for
supplying the photos, advertisement from
Fire and Water Engineering, and listing of
department automobiles which accompany
this article.

1921 Columbia Roadster - Batallion Chiefs carfor the Detroit Fire Department. Behind it, peeking fron the engine house we see
a 1912 twin-dome Ahrens Fox pumper. Courtesy of Matthew Lee.
Summer 1992
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1
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1
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1
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r
1~22iFeb·L
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19Z50ct
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'1923Nov-Dec:Eprd
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Padbtta
1926 July
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1926 Dec
Cadillac
'1927June
Cadillac
1927 Aug
wpackard
1928 June
Packard
1928 June
Packard
1928 Sept
Ford
1928 Qct
Packard
1929 Feb
Graham Paige
1929 June
Ford
1929 Nov
Ford
·1930July
Ford
1931 Jan
Graham Paige
1934 Qct
Ford

Automobiles
Type orModel

%906-%934
Cost

Model D chain drive
4 cylinder
4 cyl. Autocrat Rdstr
Model R-2 chain drive
Model T runabout
Touring car
Roadster
Roadster
Model T runabout
Sedan
Roadster
Roadster
Roadster
'Roadster
ModelT
Roadster
ModelT
Roadster
'Roadster
ModelT
Roadster
Roadster
Roadster
Roadster - Six
Roadster
Sedan
Model T roadster
Touring
Roadster
Model T coupe
Sedan
Sedan
Coupe
Four door sedan
Coupe
Model A coupe
Coupe
Sedan
Model A coupe
Model A coupe
Model A coupe
Special coupe
V8coupe

$1375

$1900
$785
$2080
$2055
$835

w·

$1419
$612
$1450
$1500
$615
$1786
$1582
$1581
$919
$3350
$381
$2835
$509
$3800
$2360
$2685
$2380
$545
$2050
$1675
$545
$521
$493
$1495
$543

Compiled by C. C. Woodard
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Columbia
Fire Department Special Roadster

",.~.

-

$1,725
I

N announcing
the new price of the Columbia Six fire
department
special roadster at $1,725 f.o.b. Detroit, we
enable you to save $500 over the old price!

This is a reduction
ipal au-rhori ties.

worthy

of consideration

by all munic-

This price includes five Disteel wheels, four cord tires,
bell and bracket, front bumper and special fire department
red paint with gold trimmings.
We also offer you the option of buying this fine car in the
lead~that
is, without finish coat of paint and varnishfor $1,455 at the factory.

This is nearly $800
formerly was sold.

below

the price at which

Nowhere will you find such a bargain as this, for no car
wi.th such high quality units sells at anywhere near our
pnce.
Continental
motor, Timken axles, Spicer universal joints,
Atwater-Kent
ignition, Prest-OoLite
battery, Auto-Lite
starter motor and generator, Harrison radiator with automatically controlled radiator shutters, Borg & Beck clutch,
Durston transmission, Gemmer steering gear, Detroit steel
springs, Pantasote top, genuine leather upholstery.
Good

all the way through!

COLUMBIA MOTORS CO.
DETROIT, U. S. A.
_
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Columbia ad for the" Fire Department Special Roadster" from the November] 6, ] 92] issue of Fire and Water Engineering. This
is one of the ]92] Detroit Fire Department cars, but not the one seen on page 17. It has a lower number and the side access door
to the rear deck (hardly a golf bag door, in the fire service) is smaller. Matthew Lee Collection.
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The Mentor
by Keith Marvin
My dictionary defines the word "mentor" as "a wise and trusted counselor!." That's
as good a description as I can imagine in my
mind's eye. Most of us, in early childhood,
develop interests, and sometimes these become of considerable importance to us. In
the case of a relatively bright child (and I beg
your forgiveness here, because I think I was
such a child), the mentor is of paramount
importance to the further development of
the child's interests.
I was car-<:razy from my go-cart days,
and had, by the time I was eight, automotive
literature of basically every automobile being built in the United States and Canada.
My interest might have ended somewhere
along the way but for a gentleman named
Myron D. Adams. Mr. Adams, who was
considered a bit of an eccentric in my native
Troy, New York, placed a stamp on me
which has resulted in a lifetime of automotive research and the writing of automotive
history.
Mr. Adams was a friend of my father,
and we were introduced, I believe, in 1935. I
was a bit over ten years of age at the time, but
Mr. Adams was an automobile man from the
cradle days of the car. He recognized, I
think, a fellow enthusiast, young as the enthusiast might have been. He presented me
with a set of Branham's Automobile Reference Books of the early 1920s, some of which
I still own, and I think his interest in my
avocation branded me then and there. I shall
never forget Mr. Adams, with his black suit
and tie, and detachable celluloid collar. With
our introduction, the spark was lit. He wanted
to talk about early automotive history, and I
wanted to listen. I will forever be grateful to
Myron Adams, for he was the most important person, from an automotive standpoint,
of my early years.
Mr. Adams was retired by then, but he
had known a fascinating life. Such of it as he
was able to impart to a young kid was one of
the most important things that ever touched
my life. He was not a college man, but he had
all the qualifications - and more - which
should be required of every university professor. His college had been the College of
Hard Knocks, and I consider him one of the
wisest men I've ever known.
He had done many different things in
many different fields during his 70 or 80
years.
He had been a resident of
Lansingburgh, a village immediately joined
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to Troy's northern border, and which was
absorbed as part of the city in 1901. It is still
known by some as "Lansingburgh," "the
'Burgh" by others, and also as "North Troy."
Troy was, at the turn of the century, the
world's largest center in the manufacture of
shirts and collars, and was also noted for its
educational institutions, as a center for the
manufacture of precision instruments, and
for a red-light district which was, for many
years, possibly the most famed in the world.
Myron Adams worked for the Troy
Buggy Works, as well as the shirt company
owned and operated by one James Knox
Polk Pine. He was also ingenious in many
ways, and was far, far sharper than the average backyard tinkerer.
In 1898, fascinated by the infant automobile "industry," Mr. Adams built himself
an automobile. It went unnamed, and no

photographs of it are known to exist, but it
ran, and, from the accounts ofthe old-timers
of my childhood, it ran reasonably well. It
was a gasoline affair with either one or two
cylinders; no one seems to have remembered which. I wish I'd asked him when I had
the chance. Thus is automotive history lost.
Myron, as I have said, was a resident of
Lansingburgh, which at the time was hanging onto Troy by a sort of invisible umbilical
cord. The Lansingburgh officials and constabulary didn't regard his horseless carriage as anything more than a novelty, but
the officialdom of neighboring Troy took
exception to the vehicle and made it clear
that it would not be welcome south of the
border. If, they agreed, Mr. Adams wished
to come to Troy, on business or for pleasure,
he could come by horse and buggy or by
trolley car, like any other law-abiding citi-

A relatively bright child. No photo of the late Myron D. Adams is known to exist, so
instead we offer one of his pupil, author Keith Marvin, on Keith's twelfth birthday, July
1, 1936. Courtesy of Keith Marvin.
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zen. And, for all I know, he may have done
exactly that for a time. But by 1899 he'd had
it with lesser forms of transportation. Fortunately, he had a friend in Troy's mayor, the
Honorable Francis J. Molloy.
How he pulled off the deal I never
learned, but somehow he convinced Mayor
Molloy to issue him a license to operate his
motor vehicle within the Troy city limits,
provided he didn't exceed the speed limit of
six miles per hour.2 This could very well be
the first automobile license ever issued in
New York State, locally or otherwise.3
Myron Adams carried the Molloy-issued license in his wallet for the rest of his
life, and would show it to one and all whenever requested - and even if not requested. I
dare say he showed it to me two dozen times
during the years of our friendship.
He built one or two subsequent cars,
like the first of them unnamed, and had his
finger in the construction ofthe Hidley Steam
Car, a Troy product of 1901-02. He was also
involved with the air-cooled Dormandy car,
of which four were constructed circa 1904-05

by Gary Dormandy, a mechanic employed
by the J.K.P. Pine Company (one for the
elder Mr. Pine, one for each of his two sons
and the final unit for himself) -. the only
automobile known to have been built in a
shirt factory! The air-cooling system was by
Frayer-Miller, but the bodies were Myron
Adams' handiwork from the Troy Buggy
Works.4
I don't know what became of Mr.
Adams' one-off automobiles, and if I ever
asked him I don't recall ifhe knew. Nor do
I recall when he passed away, but his passing
marked the end of a very special segment of
automotive history. I am grateful for the
friendship we had, and because of it there is
just a bit more to add to the annals of history.
I feel that anything relating to the
early history of the automobile is in every
way important, not only to those of us who
love automotive history for its own sake, but
for the heritage itself. Myron D. Adams
placed his seal on a subject he loved, knew
about, and made a reality. He was neither a
Duryea nor a Ford nor an Olds, but in the

final reckoning I believe he was as important
as any of them.

NOTES
1. The American College Dictionary,
Random House, New York, NY. 1953.
2. My father, the late Dwight Marvin
(1880-1972), recalls riding with Myron
Adams at a speed well in excess of Mayor
Molloy's limit. It wouldn't have mattered
much. There were no license plates at the
time, so a vigilant constable couldn't get the
number, and probably couldn't catch the
car, either, on his bicycle.
3. New York was the first state to
register motor vehicles, as of April 25, 1901.
4. The first of these cars was a limousine, and the other three were open touring
models.

Recreating the "I.:icense"
The accompanying illustration of
Mayor Molloy's 1899 "license" allowing
Myron D. Adams to operate his automobile on the streets of Troy, New York,
depicts what was very possibly the first
such permit issued in the eastern United
States (Boston, Massachusetts, issued a
local permit for cars to travel through a
municipal park area in 1899), and probably
the first in New York State.
Mr. Adams had shown the original
to me many times (and probably to a good
percentage of Troy's 70,OOO-plusinhabitants, by request or otherwise). Although it
was falling apart the last time I saw it, and
was thrown away following his death, I
could recall every detail of it, and thus
constructed the replica seen here in the
following fashion:
1. Realizing that the mayoral letterhead had not changed since 1899, I went to
the Troy City Hall and borrowed a sheet of
the current letterhead from Troy's thenmayor, Brigadier General John J. Purcell.
2. Taking it to my printer, I had
Mayor Molloy's name substituted for that
of Purcell.
3. Determining that the type was
that of an Oliver No.9 typewriter (1 had
two as a young boy), I managed to track
down and borrow such amachine and make
the typescript as it had appeared on the
original document.
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4. A triR to the Court House and a
half-hour search successfully located a copy
of Mayor Molloy's will, from which t photographed his signature.

•

,.

5. ~y addiligthis to the re-created
letter, I ha"dan exat;t reproduction of the
'~!icensellMYton,Adams had shown me so
many'times over the years.
%
"
Keith Marvin
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